The Tools to Publish Research with Impact

Enables Life Scientists to Write Clearly and with Impact
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Participants learn how to:
Construct a “take-home” message that tells the story of their research.
Choose words that communicate their science clearly.
Structure their paper into a flowing narrative.
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Figure 1

Helps Life Scientists to Get Their Research Funded
Participants learn how to:
Understand proposal writing as an instrument for career advancement.
Develop and sell a research idea that matches the funding agency’s goals.
Develop a work plan with milestones, deliverables and contigency plans.
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Empowers Life Scientists to Present with Confidence
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Participants learn how to:
Effectively use body language and visuals to get their message across.
Present scientific results clearly and persuasively as part of a story.
Manage their fear of public speaking.
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Teaches Life Scientists the Art of Visual Communication
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Participants learn how to:
Construct Figures and Tables that convey their “take-home” message.
Use the science of perception to communicate results clearly and efficiently.
Produce publication-quality figures directly in the R statistics package.
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Enables Life Scientists to Effectively and Rapidly Analyse Data
Participants learn how to:
Operate R, assuming no prior programming knowledge.
Perform statistical tests on large data-sets in an efficient manner.
Use advanced functions to speed-up repetitive data analysis methods.
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Really, really useful! I learned a lot ...
I loved discussions & exercises in the class.

Scientific writing is fun! Great teaching.
Thanks Brian and Rick.
Great organization, friendly instructors,
productive atmosphere. One of the best
workshops I've ever attended.

Most useful course I have done
in a long time.
Awesome first experience with R.
Motivated to use everything available.

Very informative, very well organized, professional but also fun.

The reference book will be on my desk
for the rest of my scientific career.

This course should be obligatory.
Brian and Rick know what they are
talking about and are highly motivated.

Participants have a
positive attitude
towards writing.

It was fun, helpful, motivating,
interesting, enjoyable, fascinating.

Participants are
confident in their abilities
to analyse and visualise their own data.

Participants are
motivated to start writing
papers and proposals.
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Our passion for scientific communication
creates a highly motivating workshop
atmosphere that inspires participants. As
scientists, we know the challenges faced by
young researchers first-hand.

Unlike other trainers, we provide our
students with a professionally printed full
colour reference book. The book guides
each workshop and serves as a long-term
reference that participants benefit from into
the future.

Each writing workshop includes plenty of
one-on-one attention with an emphasis on
revisions of the participants’ own material.

Our exceptional student feedback speaks
for itself. We understand the busy schedules
of young researchers and ensure that our
workshops are a valuable investment of
their time.

Our workshops equip participants with a
tool-set of transferable skills that they can
use throughout their scientific careers.
These skills are also valuable to scientists
who transfer to other career paths.

Feedback collected immediately after each
workshop is summarized in a two-page,
easily accessible PDF to help co-ordinators
assess our performance and the value of our
service.

Germany
SFB TR-36, Principles and Applications of Adoptive T Cell
Therapy, Berlin and Munich
GRK 1673, Functional Molecular Infection Epidemiology,
Berlin
Integrated School of Ocean Sciences of the Excellence Cluster
“The Future Ocean”, Kiel
The International Max Planck Research School for Molecular
and Cellular Life Sciences: From Biology to Medicine, Munich

Scientific Writing
Proposal Writing
Data Visualisation
Data Analysis

The International Max Planck Research School for Global
Biogeochemical Cycles, Jena
International Graduate School for Biological Sciences, Köln
Graduate Academy of the Friedrich Schiller University, Jena

China
PICB, China Academy of Sciences - Max Planck Society
Partner Institute for Computational Biology, Shanghai

Dr. Brian Cusack

Dr. Rick Scavetta

Brian is from Cork, Ireland and is a co-founder of Science Craft.
He holds a Ph.D. in Genetics from Trinity College, Dublin and
performed postdoctoral research in Paris and at the Max Planck
Institute for Molecular Genetics in Berlin. Outstanding PhD
mentoring enabled Brian to publish his research in top-tier
journals and convinced him that researchers can be empowered
to publish at the highest level.

Dr. Babette Regierer

Dr. Melanie Conrad

After completing her doctoral and postdoctoral training at the
Max Planck Institute for Molecular Plant Physiology, Babette
became a professional grant writer. In this role, she has actively
contributed to over 50 project applications, encompassing
dozens of funding agencies, and has secured funding of more
than EUR 60 million in the past 12 years.

Our Address
Science Craft
Prinzessinnenstraße 19-20
10969 Berlin

Rick is from Toronto, Canada and is a co-founder of Science
Craft. He received a Ph.D. in Genetics from the University of
Cologne following research at the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Biology. He has also conducted postdoctoral
research at the Max Delbrück Center in Berlin. Rick has
dedicated himself to inspiring young researchers with his
infectious enthusiasm for science and its communication.

info@science-craft.com
www.science-craft.com
+49 (0) 30 2201 3890

Melanie is from Vancouver, Canada and joins Science Craft for
our newest workshop on Presentation Skills. She holds a Ph.D.
in Immunology and has performed postdoctoral research in
Germany. Over the past 15 years, her passion for science has
inspired diverse academic and lay audiences in talks held both
locally and internationally.

